ATTACHMENT Q

North Carolina Psychological Association
SPEAKER AGREEMENT
PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN BY MONDAY, AUGUST 1, 2013
The North Carolina Psychological Association is approved by the American Psychological
Association to offer continuing education credits. As such, we must require that the
presentation and promotion of continuing education activities meet the following criteria, and
your signature at the end of this document will signify acceptance.
Ethical Principles
The conduct and promotion of this continuing education activity will follow the principles set
forth in the American Psychological Association’s Ethical Principles of Psychologists.
As a sponsor approved by the American Psychological Association to offer continuing
education credits, we require that the conduct and promotion of continuing education
activities follow the principles set forth in APA’s Ethical Principles of Psychologists. Your
signature will be considered confirmation that you will abide by the Ethical Principles.
Disclosure
According to APA’s Standards and Criteria for continuing education, presenters must include
statements that describe the accuracy and utility of the materials presented, the basis of such
statements, the limitations of the content being taught, and the severe and the most common
risks.
Presenters must provide a sufficient basis for the interpretation of program information by
informing participants of limitations of the content being taught, including contradictory
evidence and its source. For example, presentations that include discussions of clinical
assessments, treatments, or interventions also describe the evidence for this information,
including the basis (e.g., research, established psychological practice, clinical expertise,
patient acceptability) of such description or claims, and the severe risks, if any, and also
those risks that are most common.
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Diversity
NCPA has a strong commitment to respect cultural diversity. Please include in your outline
how you will consider issues of diversity in your program. Depending on your topic, you
might include information about research findings concerning the effects of age, culture or
race on medication response, treatment effectiveness and generalizability of results across
populations.
For example, in a presentation about psychotherapeutic interventions with the elderly, it
would be helpful to include information such as
•
•

how the elderly might respond differently than younger people to psychotropic
medications and treatment strategies,
and how cultural differences in how respect is shown to elders might have
implications for the clinician’s approach to the client.

Financial Arrangements
I agree to accept the honorarium and travel arrangements as outlined in the letter
accompanying this agreement.
Speaker Information
I agree to provide NCPA/NCPF with the information needed to promote this institute and
meet the APA continuing education requirements.
Cancellation
I understand that NCPA reserves the right to cancel the presentation if adequate registrations
are not received two weeks prior to the date of this presentation.

Please sign and return to: Carol Kulwicki, Office Manager.

Name

Signature

Date

Social Security #
(if honorarium of $600 or more)

10.2013

